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Body size and morphology are key fitness-determining traits that can vary
genotypically. They are likely to be important in social insect queens, which
mate in swarms and found colonies independently, but genetic influences on
queen morphology have been little investigated. Here, we show that the body
size and morphology of queens are influenced by their genotype in the leafcutting ant Acromyrmex echinatior, a species in which certain lineages
(patrilines) bias their development towards reproductive queens rather than
sterile workers. We found no relationship between the queen-worker skew of
patrilines and the size or morphology of queens, but there was a significant
relationship with fluctuating asymmetry, which was greater in more queenbiased patrilines. Our results suggest that queen-biased patrilines do not incur
a fitness cost in terms of body size, but may face more subtle costs in
developmental stability. Such costs may constrain the evolution of royal
cheating in social insects.

Introduction
In plants and animals, body size and morphology are
associated with a number of life-history traits, which
include dispersal ability, survival probability, fecundity
and mating success (Vander Meer et al., 1992; Honěk,
1993; Carvalho et al., 1998; Bonduriansky, 2001; Gonzaga & Vasconcellos-Neto, 2001; Jennions et al., 2001;
Araújo et al., 2004; Kingsolver & Huey, 2008; Kovacs
et al., 2008; Kajita & Evans, 2010). Size is influenced by
both genetic and environmental conditions, but in the
insects it is the amount of food available to developing
larvae that has the greatest effect on adult body size
(Davidowitz et al., 2003; Speight et al., 2008). Many of
the highly eusocial insect species are characterized by
varied morphology, and individuals are often morphologically suited to a particular role. In some ant species,
for example, females can develop into a variety of forms,
ranging from small workers, generally employed within
the nest, to soldiers, morphologically specialized to
protect and defend the nest, and reproductive queens
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that may be hundreds of times larger than their smallest
sisters (Hölldobler & Wilson, 1990). The variety of forms
into which such genetically similar individuals are able to
develop make this an important group in which to study
body size and morphology.
Four main factors have been shown to affect brood
development and hence body size in the social insects:
genotype, maternal and sibsocial (worker) effects and
environmental conditions (Wheeler, 1986; Mousseau &
Fox, 1998; Hughes et al., 2003; Schwander et al., 2008;
Radmacher & Strohm, 2010). Large queens often have a
higher colony founding success and greater fecundity
than small queens (Vander Meer et al., 1992; Honěk,
1993; Wiernasz & Cole, 2003; Wenseleers et al., 2005). In
ants, body size is also associated with divergent dispersal
and colony founding strategies. In general, large gynes
(virgin queens) have high dispersal ability and high fat
and glycogen reserves, a phenotype suited for independent colony foundation (Keller & Passera, 1988, 1989).
Smaller gynes tend to mate and stay within the natal
colony, join a ready established colony or found a colony
close to the natal site with the aid of workers (Ross &
Keller, 1995; Sündstrom, 1995; Rüppell et al., 1998;
Rüppell & Heinze, 1999; Peeters & Ito, 2001). It is likely
that size dimorphism is a consequence of disruptive
selection resulting from a trade-off between survival and
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reproductive output – independent colony foundation
often has an extremely low success rate and puts
individuals at high risk of predation (Schmid-Hempel,
1984; Hölldobler & Wilson, 1990), but queens that
successfully found their own colony, on the whole,
produce more offspring than those in polygynous nests
(Vander Meer et al., 1992).
A direct effect of genotype on body size has so far been
demonstrated in only a few species: Formica truncorum
(Bargum et al., 2004), Lasius niger (Fjerdingstad, 2005),
Solenopsis invicta (Ross & Keller, 1998) and Pogonomyrmex
badius (Smith et al., 2008). The complex social structure
of ant societies means that it is often difficult to
distinguish genetic effects from maternal and sibsocial
effects (Linksvayer, 2006; Meunier & Chapuisat, 2009),
but genetic effects can be demonstrated by looking at size
variation in colonies headed by a single, multiply mated
queen because individuals can be separated into a
number of genetically distinct patrilines that differ only
in their paternal genotype.
In an ant colony, larval food intake tends to be
controlled by sterile female workers (Oster & Wilson,
1978) and so traits that are determined in the larval
stage, such as body size, can be strongly affected by the
social environment. In a colony with monomorphic
sexuals, the body size of reproductive females can be the
cause of intracolonial conflict of interest between the
developing gynes and their nursing workers (Herbers,
1990; Backus, 1993) that is not dissimilar to the more
traditional parent–offspring conflict (Trivers, 1972).
Developing larvae can maximize their size, and hence
direct fitness, by taking a disproportionate share of
resources. In contrast, workers who, in general, can only
facilitate the transmission of their genes through caring
for sexual offspring produced by the colony (Bourke &
Franks, 1995) will achieve greatest indirect fitness if all
gynes develop to a standard optimum size, which may
differ from a maximum potential size (Fjerdingstad,
2005). This logic would only be false if workers in
polygynous or polyandrous colonies were able to preferentially rear the larvae to which they were most related.
Nepotism has long been a controversial area of social
insect research, and a conclusive demonstration of such
behaviour in any social insect group is conspicuously
absent (Queller et al., 1990; DeHeer & Ross, 1997; Holzer
et al., 2006; Goodisman et al., 2007; Zinck et al., 2009).
Currently, the best evidence for nepotism in a social
insect comes from a study of Formica fusca in which the
authors showed that in colonies with multiple queens,
workers were able to favour their closest kin when
rearing eggs and larvae (Hannonen & Sundstrom, 2003).
Even this work, however, has suffered criticism as the
findings can also be explained by the variation in the egg
viability of different queens, a phenomenon shown in
polygynous colonies of Formica exsecta (Holzer et al.,
2006). Consequently, despite the evidence for chemical
cues specific enough to allow such kin discrimination be
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present (Nehring et al., 2011), nepotism is thought not to
occur in colonies with multiple related matrilines or
patrilines and so seems unlikely to play a role in queen
size determination (Queller et al., 1990; DeHeer & Ross,
1997).
Here, we investigate whether there is a genetic
influence on queen size and morphology in the polyandrous leaf-cutting ant species Acromyrmex echinatior (Bekkevold et al., 1999; Sumner et al., 2004). Acromyrmex
echinatior queens found colonies after their nuptial flight,
and it is possible that body size may play an important
role in all aspects of this process, from acquiring mates to
founding a new colony and defending it from predators.
Genetic effects on both queen-worker caste determination and worker caste development have been shown in
A. echinatior, making this species a good model in which
to detect genetic effects on within-caste morphology
(Hughes et al., 2003; Hughes & Boomsma, 2007, 2008).
In addition, this species is particularly interesting because
certain ‘royal cheat’ patrilines show a greater propensity
to develop into gynes, thus cheating their nest-mates out
of a fair chance of reproduction (Hughes & Boomsma,
2008). Such patriline variation in caste propensity can be
due to the genetic incompatibilities in some ant species
(Schwander & Keller, 2008), but the within-colony rarity
of royal patrilines in leaf-cutting ants means that it is
more likely to result from genotypic variation in the
ability to obtain, utilize or respond to key caste-determining environmental cues, and fitness costs selecting
for a low frequency of cheats within colonies (Hughes &
Boomsma, 2008). Larval nutrition is one such environmental cue, and it may be that Acromyrmex cheats require
less food to trigger gyne development, in which case we
hypothesize that gynes from royal patrilines will be
significantly smaller than those from other patrilines in
the colony. We also predict that royal patrilines will show
signs of developmental instability, resulting from potential nutritional or worker-induced stress during development. We assess this by examining fluctuating
asymmetry (FA), the difference in size between right
and left sides in organisms with bilateral symmetry (Van
Valen, 1962), which is commonly used as a measure of
developmental stability, an individual’s ability to buffer
development under imperfect environmental conditions
(Palmer & Strobeck, 1986).

Materials and methods
We sampled gynes and workers from six monogynous
A. echinatior colonies. Samples were collected from two
colonies in the field (Ae125 and Ae158) and in the
laboratory from four colonies (Ae07P4, Ae48, Ae357 and
Ae088) that had been collected in Gamboa, Panama, and
maintained in the laboratory at 26 C and 80% RH, on a
diet of privet leaves and rice. We sampled 96 gynes, 96
large workers and 96 small workers from each of Ae07P4,
Ae357 and Ae088 and 96 gynes and 96 workers from
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each of Ae48, Ae125 and Ae158. For each colony, gyne
and worker samples were all collected on the same day
and were of similar cuticular coloration, ensuring that
they were from the same brood cohort and differed little
in age, such that any caste skew could not be explained
by temporal changes in sperm use. Samples were stored
in 100% ethanol at )20 C. Samples from Ae48, Ae125
and Ae158 had previously been used in Hughes &
Boomsma (2008).
We extracted DNA from the legs of individual ants
using 5% Chelex 100 (BioRad, Hemel Hempstead, UK)
suspended in 10 lM Tris buffer; 5 lL proteinase K
(5 lL mL)1) was added to the samples, which were then
incubated at 56 C overnight, then boiled for 15 min. All
samples were genotyped at five polymorphic microsatellite loci: Ech1390, Ech3385, Ech4126, Ech4225 and
Atco15 (Ortius-Lechner et al., 2000; Helmkampf et al.,
2008). All PCR cycles had an initial denaturing step of
94 C for 2 min, followed by 35 cycles of 94 C for 30 s,
an annealing step of 45 s and 72 C for 45 s, with a final
elongation step of 72 C for 15 min completing the
amplification process (for PCR conditions, see Table S1).
PCR products were run in an ABI 3130x1 capillary
sequencer. Allele sizes were scored by comparison with
internal size markers, and multilocus offspring genotypes
were used to determine the genotypes of the colony
queens and their multiple mates. This allowed us to
assign individual workers and gynes to particular patrilines within each colony. Individuals for which paternity
could not be reliably determined were excluded from the
analysis (4.5%). We used G tests for heterogeneity and
Fisher’s exact tests to examine whether the patrilines
differed from the expected ratio in a uniform direction
(Sokal & Rohlf, 1995). Tests for queen-worker skew and
worker skew were conducted separately. Corrections for
multiple testing were made using Q V A L U E software
(Storey, 2002). Queen-worker skew for each patriline
was calculated on a scale from )1 to 1, by subtracting the
expected proportion of queens assuming no skew from
the observed proportion of queens and multiplying by
two.
Six body size measurements were made for each gyne
sampled: head width, the maximum width across the eyes
(HW); forewing length, from the first vein intersection to
the base of the wing (WL); forewing width, running
parallel to the cross-vein 2r (Brown & Nutting, 1950)
(WW); maximum thorax length (TL); maximum thorax
width (TW); and leg length, the fibula, patella and tibia
(LL). Body parts were scanned using an Epson Scan V300
Photo (Epson UK Ltd, Hemel Hempstead, UK) with a
resolution of 9600 pixels, with wings being scanned
under glass slides. Measurements were made using
IM A G E J 1.42q (Rasband 1997–2011) and were calibrated
using a scanned 0.1-mm graticule. To quantify measurement error, a randomized subset of 10 individuals were
measured three times. Measurement error was estimated
as the average coefficient of variation (CV) for each

character, using Haldane’s correction for small sample
size (Haldane, 1955; Lynch & Hayden, 1995). The average
measurement error of the six characters was < 1%.
We carried out all analyses in P A S W Statistics 18
(IBM, Armonk, NY, USA), and measurements were logtransformed prior to analysis. One-sample Kolmogorov–
Smirnov tests were used to test for normality within
colony for each character. The length distribution of all
characters measured did not differ significantly from a
normal distribution.
The empirical morphospace – the distribution of
realized forms (McGhee, 1991; Stone, 1997) – occupied
by each colony was described by a principal components
analysis (PCA) of the covariance matrix. Principal component (PC) axes with eigenvalues of at least 0.7 were
retained (Jolliffe, 1972), and individual PC scores were
subjected to a nested analysis of variance (A N O V A ) with
patriline nested within colony. Effect sizes (Cohen’s f)
were calculated using G*PO W E R v3.1.2 (Faul et al., 2007).
We determined allometric relationships between head
width, a trait commonly used as a measure of body size in
ants (Hölldobler & Wilson, 1990), and all other characters
using the equation y = bxa, where x and y are the size of
the two given traits (Huxley & Teissier, 1936). The log
transformation of this produces the linear equation log
(y) = log (b) + a log (x). The allometric coefficient (a), the
scaling relationship between two traits, is the slope
calculated from log–log plots of the two traits. If both
traits are measured in the same dimension, an allometric
coefficient of 1 indicates an isometric relationship,
whereby the relative size of the traits does not vary with
absolute size. Here, we used an ordinary least-squared
regression to determine the allometric coefficient for
each character against head width. A t-test was used to
determine whether each allometric coefficient differed
significantly from 1, and corrections for multiple testing
were made using Q V A L U E software (Storey, 2002).
Both right and left wings of all individuals were
measured twice for the FA analysis. Repeat measurements were made on separate days, and all measurements were made blind to patriline. The mean difference
between right and left sides was used as a measure of
asymmetry. Both directional asymmetry (DA), where
one side of a trait has a propensity to develop more than
the other, and antisymmetry (AS), whereby one side of a
character is larger than the other but there is no bias as to
which side is larger (Van Valen, 1962), can inflate
estimates of FA (Palmer & Strobeck, 1986; Palmer,
1994). They can typically be recognized by skewed and
platykurtic asymmetry frequency distributions, respectively. Before analysing FA, we tested the data for the
presence of DA and AS, as recommended by Palmer
(1994). Measurement error was partitioned from asymmetry using a mixed-model A N O V A , with side and
replicate as fixed factors and individual as a random
factor (Palmer, 1994; Swaddle et al., 1994). Two FA
indices were calculated for each patriline: absolute right
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minus left (FA1 from Palmer, 1994) and Palmer’s (1994)
FA10. FA10 is the only FA index that allows measurement
error to be partitioned from the FA estimate (Palmer,
1994). The relationship between patriline FA and queenworker skew was examined using a mixed model, with
colony as a random factor.

Results
Patriline representation
Four of the six colonies genotyped contained patrilines
that were over-represented in the queen caste, or ‘royal
patrilines’ as defined by Hughes & Boomsma (2008);
Fig. S1 and Table S2). Colonies Ae357 and Ae48 were
each found to have one royal–LW patriline. Ae125 and
Ae158 had three and two royal–SW patrilines, respectively.
Body size and morphology
The first three PCs extracted in the PCA accounted for a
total of 86.4% of variation in the data (Table 1). In
morphological studies, PCA typically results in a first
component on which all traits are positively loaded, thus
representing size (Blackith & Reyment, 1971; Bookstein,
1989). Here, we took PC1, which accounted for 56.1% of
the total variation, as a measure of general body size. LL
had a high positive loading on PC2, which explained
16.8% of the variation. TW had a strong positive loading
on PC3, whereas all other characters had negative
loadings on this component, which accounted for
13.5% of the total variation (Table 1). Mean PC scores
for each patriline can be found in the (Table S3).
All three PCs analysed showed a significant difference
between colonies (PC1: F5,388 = 123.2, P < 0.001; PC2:
F5,388 = 214.3, P < 0.001; PC3: F5,388 = 29.8, P < 0.001)
and between patrilines nested within colony (PC1:
F26,388 = 4.005,
P < 0.001;
PC2:
F26,388 = 2.026,
P < 0.01; PC3: F26,388 = 2.785, P < 0.001; Fig. 1). The
Table 1 Principal component (PC) loadings for the six traits used
in the analysis.
Components

Eigenvalue
Variance explained (%)
HW
TL
TW
WL
WW
LL

PC1

PC2

PC3

3.37
56.1
0.845
0.905
0.462
0.839
0.800
0.525

1.01
16.8
0.121
)0.014
)0.108
)0.353
)0.367
0.842

0.81
13.5
)0.024
)0.033
0.859
)0.149
)0.215
)0.047

The six morphological traits measured were head width (HW),
thorax length (TL), thorax width (TW), wing length (WL), wing
width (WW) and leg length (LL).
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effect size of colony was large for all three PCs (PC1:
f = 0.831; PC2: f = 0.888; PC3: f = 0.62). For patriline,
averaged over all colonies, the effect size was medium for
PC1 (f = 0.231) and PC3 (f = 0.350) but small for PC2
(f = 0.139) (Cohen, 1977). No significant relationship
was found between any of the PCs and queen-worker
skew (PC1: r2 = 0.014, F1,31 = 0.456, P = 0.51; PC2:
r2 = 0.015, F1,31 = 0.49, P = 0.49; PC3: r2 = 0.0,
F1,31 = 0.002, P = 0.97; Fig. 2).
Thorax length was the only character measured that
scaled isometrically with HW (a = 1.03, t418 = 0.56,
P = 0.57; Fig. 3a). TW showed the highest level of
negative allometry (a = 0.38, t418 = 13.23, P < 0.0001,
Q < 0.0001; Fig. 3b). WL and WW showed some negative
allometry (a = 0.76, t418 = 5.22, P < 0.0001, Q < 0.0001;
WW: a = 0.73, t418 = 5.56, P < 0.0001, Q < 0.0001;
Fig. 3c,d, respectively). LL also showed significant negative allometry (a = 0.77, t418 = 3.50, P < 0.001,
Q < 0.00l; Fig. 3e), although one colony, Ae48, had a
disproportionate effect on this relationship (Ae48 only:
a = 0.31, t85 = 10.80, P < 0.0001, Q < 0.0001; Ae48
excluded: a = 0.88, t331 = 2.46, P < 0.05, Q < 0.01).
Fluctuating asymmetry
We found no evidence of significant directional asymmetry or antisymmetry. Mean signed asymmetry did not
differ significantly from 0 (t425 = )1.078, P = 0.28),
signed asymmetry showed no evidence of a skewed or
bimodal distribution, and the distribution of asymmetry
did not differ significantly from a normal distribution
(Z = 0.11, P = 0.21). Thus, deviations from perfect symmetry can be interpreted as FA. There was no significant
relationship between trait size and asymmetry (q = 0.02,
P = 0.72). Estimated asymmetry was found to be significantly greater than measurement error for the whole
sample (F423,846 = 10.74, P < 0.0001) and also when
each patriline was tested individually (P < 0.001 in all
cases). FA1 and FA10 showed a strong positive relationship (q = 0.77, P < 0.0001), suggesting both offer a
robust estimate of FA. There was a significant relationship between queen-worker skew and both FA1 and
FA10, with more queen-biased patrilines exhibiting
greater FA (FA1: F1,25 = 10.0, P < 0.01; Fig. 4; FA10:
F1,25 = 4.98, P < 0.05).

Discussion
Here, we found a genetic effect on the body size of
A. echinatior queens. In many insect taxa, including ants,
large female body size is associated with high fecundity
and reproductive output (Vander Meer et al., 1992;
Honěk, 1993), and in the ants, large queens are more
likely to survive the initial stages of colony foundation
(Wiernasz & Cole, 2003). It is therefore likely that in
A. echinatior, as well as P. badius, L. niger and F. truncorum
in which similar effects have been shown (Bargum et al.,
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Fig. 1 Mean ± SEM PC1 and PC3 of
patrilines from the six colonies used in the
analysis. Black circles represent patrilines
with no significant queen-worker bias.
Royal–LW patrilines are represented by open
circles, and royal–SW patrilines by open
squares. PC, principal component.
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Fig. 2 Relationship between queen-worker skew and each of the first three principal components (PCs), each PC averaged by patriline.
Each point represents one patriline, and each colour represents one of the six colonies. No significant relationship was found between
queen-worker skew and any of the PCs analysed.

2004; Fjerdingstad, 2005; Smith et al., 2008), large
queens may have greater fitness than smaller individuals.
Thus, those individuals who, as larvae, are better able to
signal to workers that they require feeding, or those who

are better able to use resources for growth, may be at a
competitive advantage over their sisters.
The inclusive fitness of workers is strongly linked
to colony productivity because the sexual offspring
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Fig. 3 Relationship between head width
(HW) and five morphological traits, thorax
length (TL), thorax width (TW), wing length
(WL), wing width (WW) and leg length (LL).
(a–e) Each circle represents one individual,
and each colour corresponds to one of the six
colonies. Lines of best fit are as follows: TL:
y = 1.03x + 0.39; TW: y = 0.38x + 0.49; WL:
y = 0.76x + 1.44; WW: y = 0.73x + 0.52; and
LL: y = 0.77x + 1.19.
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produced are generally the only means by which workers
can contribute genes to the next generation (Hamilton,
1964). In the insects, adult body size is partly dependent
on the amount of food received during development
(Davidowitz et al., 2003; Speight et al., 2008), and in the
social insects, it is the workers who forage and provide
food for developing larvae. If a colony has limited
resources with which to raise sexual offspring, workers,
too, face a trade-off between the number and size of
gynes produced. Thus, for workers, variation in the size
of sexuals produced by the colony is not advantageous,
unless workers possess the ability to recognize and
preferentially rear their closest kin, something for which
there is currently no conclusive evidence in social insects
(Queller et al., 1990; DeHeer & Ross, 1997; Holzer et al.,
2006; Goodisman et al., 2007; Zinck et al., 2009).
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It has been proposed that royalty biasing of patrilines
in A. echinatior could result from changes in response
thresholds for environmental cues, such as nutrition,
that control larval development (Hughes & Boomsma,
2008). Patrilines exhibiting a queen- and a large worker
bias (royal–LW patriline) may have slightly lower nutritional thresholds for the initiation of both gyne and large
worker development, whereas in patrilines with a queenand small worker bias (royal–SW patrilines), it is only the
queen-worker nutritional threshold that is reduced, but
to a greater extent. Were this hypothesis correct, we
might expect that, on average, gynes from these patrilines would have a smaller body size than those from
normal patrilines, royal–SW patrilines differing more from
the colony norm than royal–LW patrilines. The average
body size of both the royal–LW patrilines was towards the
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Fig. 4 Relationship between queen-worker skew and fluctuating
asymmetry (FA1). Each point represents one patriline, and each
colour represents one of the six colonies (y = 0.031x + 0.076,
r2 = 0.319, F1,30 = 14.08, P < 0.001).

low end of the size distribution (Fig. 1), but the lack of a
similar relationship in royal–SW patrilines, in addition to
a nonsignificant relationship between body size and
queen-worker skew, means that the data presented here
offer little support for this hypothesis. It may be therefore
that the mechanism controlling caste determination is
decoupled from that which determines queen size. In ant
species that exhibit a worker polymorphism, such as
Acromyrmex, the early divergence of queen and worker
development may be crucial, allowing time for the
development of worker size and allometric differences
(Wheeler, 1986). In the fire ant S. invicta, gyne determination takes place in the first or second instar (Robeau &
Vinson, 1976). In contrast, it is unlikely that adult body
size is wholly determined at such an early stage of larval
development and so the temporal separation of caste
determination and morphological development may
account for the lack of a relationship between size and
queen-worker skew observed here.
In addition to information on body size, our results
offer an interesting insight into morphological differences
between A. echinatior queens. TL was the only character
that scaled isometrically with head width. This is perhaps
unsurprising, as both measurements are used as indicators of body size in insects (Hölldobler & Wilson, 1990;
Berrigan, 1991; Partridge et al., 1994). In contrast, WL,
WW and LL showed some negative allometry. In holometabolous insects, adult appendages that develop from
imaginal structures do not grow synchronously with the
larval body, and so static allometries (allometry among

body parts in a single species) in this group often differ
from those expected based on other animal groups
(Nijhout & Wheeler, 1996). The effect of colony on
PC2, for which LL had a strong positive loading, was due
to a single colony (Ae48) exhibiting a much greater
negative allometry than the remainder of the sample.
Interestingly, individuals from Ae48 had wings at the
high end of the size distribution. The short legs and
relatively large wings of queens in this colony could
potentially result from appendages competing for nutrients during development (Nijhout & Wheeler, 1996). In
winged insects, TW is a trait that may influence an
individual’s flight ability and consequently dispersal
ability and reproductive success. Our results show a
genetic effect on TW (PC3) and, surprisingly, TW showed
negative allometry far higher than any other body part.
This could result from a decoupling of the mechanism
controlling the size of flight muscles and those involved
in determining other components of body size, or from a
restriction in the size of these muscles in terms of optimal
flight ability.
Levels of FA have been investigated in a number of
social insects, but previous studies have looked at
variation in FA between castes, sex, colonies and species
or subspecies (Ross & Robertson, 1990; Keller & Passera,
1993; Crespi & Vanderkist, 1997; Smith et al., 1997;
Heinze & Oberstadt, 1999; Fjerdingstad, 2004; Jones
et al., 2005). Here, we found a positive relationship
between patriline queen-worker skew and FA. Such
patriline variation in caste propensity in some ants can
result from genetic incompatibilities (Schwander & Keller, 2008), but is more likely in Acromyrmex to be due to
genotypic variation in the ability to obtain or utilize
caste-determining environmental cues such as food
(Hughes & Boomsma, 2008). FA is commonly used as a
measure of developmental stability, an organism’s ability
to produce an ideal phenotype (perfect symmetry) under
a particular set of environmental conditions (Zakharov,
1992). The relationship shown here could suggest that
individuals from queen-biased patrilines have less ability
to buffer environmental stress during development. This
could result from a trade-off between ability to trigger
gyne development and developmental stability. Alternatively, patriline variation in the amount of food required
to trigger gyne development could lead to gynes from
queen-biased patrilines being subject to greater levels of
nutritional stress. Consequently, gynes from workerskewed patrilines would be subject to the least nutritional stress, owing to a high nutritional threshold at
which gyne development is triggered. Although our
results suggest that there is no direct fitness cost from
cheating in terms of reduced body size, it appears that
there may be a more subtle cost to patriline caste biasing
in A. echinatior, as indicated by the positive relationship
between queen-worker skew and FA. It may be that
cheats suffer costs in other fitness-related traits, such as
offspring survival, immunity or learning ability (Jann &
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Ward, 1999; Siva-Jothy & Thompson, 2002; Riddell &
Mallon, 2006). Such costs may go some way towards
balancing out the benefits gained by such individuals and
may help to explain, in part, why cheats are rare. These
results, however, should be interpreted with caution;
although FA has been linked to a number of fitness traits,
results are inconsistent and are often dependent on the
trait in question (Lens & Van Dongen, 2002).
In conclusion, our results show a genetic effect on the
size and morphology of queens in A. echinatior. In terms
of body size, this is most likely to be a direct effect,
resulting from between-patriline differences in the ability
of larvae to signal to workers that they need food, or in
their ability to process and utilize nutrients. However, an
indirect genetic effect resulting from differential treatment by workers, although unlikely, cannot be ruled out.
A strong colony effect on both body size and morphology
suggests that although some variation in size is genetic,
other influences, such as maternal effects, environmental
variation and colony condition, are also important in
determining these characteristics. Analysis of body size
provided no direct evidence for the nutritional-threshold
hypothesis, proposed by Hughes & Boomsma (2008) to
explain the phenomenon of A. echinatior royal cheats, but
a positive relationship between queen-worker skew and
FA could be suggestive of individuals from queen-skewed
patrilines suffering from greater nutritional stress as a
result of a lower nutritional threshold for gyne development. It may be that experiments looking directly at
preferential rearing by workers and how development is
related to nutritional intake are the only way to conclusively test this hypothesis and determine the cause of
caste bias in social insects.
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